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1. Please indicate the statistical objectives or criteria that were used in determining 
the current ODIS-RPW sample size. To what extent will those objectives change 
with the proposed sample size reduction? 
 
RESPONSE: 
 
 
The ODIS-RPW sampling system and associated sample size serve many objectives 

for the Postal Service.  The primary objective is to maintain and/or improve the measure 

of precision for the RPW Report reporting categories.  In prior rate cases with the Postal 

Rate Commission, the measures of precision were provided by the witness, and it was 

the intent that the precision of the estimates be maintained or improved (see, for 

example, Table 1 of witness Pafford’s testimony; R2006/USPS-T-3).  The ODIS-RPW 

system also provides information for the business, such as supporting sub-national 

needs for volume information.  This would include, but is not limited to, Customer 

Service District level volumes and origin-destination volume information.  As 

documented in the filing for this request, the Postal Service has shown that the 

precision of the RPW Report categories will remain basically intact.  Users of sub-

national estimates of mail volume may see the precision of the estimates deteriorate, 

depending on how they are used. 
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2. Please indicate the statistical procedure or model that ensures that the proposed 
sample size reduction for the ODIS-RPW is designed to “minimize the impact on 
the accuracy of the estimates….” Petition at 1. 
 
RESPONSE: 
 
The statistical design that is employed was last documented in the R2006 rate case.  

See Section IV titled ‘Stratifying, Allocating and Selecting the Sample’ in R2006/USPS-

LR-L-14/page 5.  This procedure has remained in place since that filing, except that 

Section IV.1.b and Section IV.2.b has been removed (COU origin sampling) with 

replacement of these data with Point-of-Sale ‘census’ revenue, pieces and weight.  

As explained in this documentation, the stratification algorithm (Ward’s clustering 

algorithm) and sample allocation algorithm (Chromy’s algorithm) ensure that the impact 

of the sample size reduction on the accuracy of estimates would be kept minimal.   

Ward’s clustering algorithm forms strata so as to minimize within-strata variations, which 

determines the variance (or accuracy) of stratified sampling.  Chromy’s algorithm 

identifies the best sample allocation within the pre-specified level of accuracy (targeted 

CVs).  These algorithms do not depend on the sample size.  Therefore, the current 

ODIS-RPW sample design would provide us with the best estimates (best in the sense 

of overall small variance) for a given sample size (reduced or not).  In other words, the 

current design makes the best use of our resources, so as to make RPW estimates as 

accurate as possible regardless of the sample size.  
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3. Please provide a reference for detailed documentation of the sample design and 
estimation procedures for the ODIS-RPW system. 
 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please see the response to Question 2 for the sampling design reference.  The 

estimation procedure is documented as well in R2006/USPS-LR-L-14.  See section VII, 

‘Estimation.’  Section VII.2.b has been removed and replaced with POS census 

revenue, pieces and weight.
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4. Please quantify the impact of the proposed reduction in sample size on the 
precision of origin by destination 3-digit ZIP Code pair mail volume statistics. 
 
RESPONSE: 
 

Although RPW is accurately estimated at the national level as described in the 

response to Question 1, estimating mail volumes directly from ODIS-RPW data for all 

origin by destination 3-digit ZIP code pairs is beyond the scope of ODIS-RPW.  Even at 

the current level of annual sample size (128,000 tests), directly estimating all origin by 

destination 3-digit ZIP code pairs (more than 810,000 pairs) would require a sample 

design specifically developed for this purpose.  With the current ODIS-RPW sample 

design, there would be ZIP code pairs with no sample data regardless of sample sizes 

(current level or reduced level). 

Although mail volumes for 3-digit ZIP code pairs are impossible to estimate 

directly using a simple direct expansion estimators for ZIP codes with no samples, 

model-based approaches (small area estimation) are available to provide estimates for 

such ZIP code pairs.  In this approach, ZIP code pairs without samples borrow 

information from similar (in volume characteristics) ZIP code pairs.  Even though the 

reduction in sample size will result in more ZIP code pairs without samples, the same 

approach (model-based approach) would provide us with volume estimates for ZIP code 

pairs if we want.  It is our experience that accurate estimates at origin by destination 3-

digit ZIP code pairs have not been required.  Users of these subnational estimates use 

techniques such as rolling quarterly averages to ‘smooth’ out the estimates that 

fluctuate as a result of these issues. 
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5. Please quantify the impact of the proposed reduction in sample size on the 
precision of destinating 3-digit ZIP Code volume statistics. 
 
RESPONSE: 
 
 

Again, ODIS-RPW is not designed to estimate mail volumes at each destination 

3-digit code level.  It is difficult to quantify the impact of the proposed reduction on the 

precision for each destination 3-digit ZIP as the sample sizes among ZIP codes are 

different (and random), and also the sample sizes for a ZIP code vary from quarter to 

quarter.  Nevertheless, with some assumptions described briefly below, we expect that, 

on average, a 20 percent reduction in sample size would roughly increase CVs of 

destination ZIP code level mail volume estimates by approximately 12 percent, i.e., 12 

percent deterioration in accuracy where accuracy is measured by standard error or CV.  

The figure is obtained assuming that the 20 percent reduction in sample size applied to 

all 3-digit ZIP codes proportionally, and that the sample size for each ZIP code is 

moderately large.  ZIP codes with small sample sizes are expected to suffer larger 

deterioration (larger than 12 percent) in accuracy as the ZIP level volume variations for 

ZIP codes with small sample size may not be consistently estimated.  As discussed in 

our response to Question 4, a model-based approach (small area estimation) is 

available to provide estimates for ZIP codes with no sample data.  For such ZIP codes, 

we believe that the deterioration in accuracy of destination 3-digit ZIP code volumes 

could exceed 12 percent. 
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6. Please list all of the Postal Service’s models and studies that have relied on ZIP 
Code level mail volume statistics in the past three years or are expected to rely 
on them in the future. 
 
RESPONSE: 
 
 
In addition to the USO work done by Prof. Bradley and IBM, the Postal Service Network 

Development & Support functional group designs network planning tools which utilize 

origin/destination 3-digit ZIP Code data.  This includes models for LogicNet Plus 

Optimization and Area Simulation, and Transportation Optimization Planning and 

Scheduling (TOPS), which is a logistics system which utilizes volume demand 

information and transportation schedules to optimize air and surface transportation. 

TOPS uses 3-digit to 3-digit ZIP Code level data from ODIS at the product and shape 

level in predicting future mail volumes.  These data are also used in the sample design 

for External First Class (EXFC) test mail volume flows.  Specifically, EXFC test pieces 

are created in proportion to the volume flows in Origin-District-Destination-District-

Service Standard ‘cells.’ Origin/destination 3-digit ZIP code data are not used in the 

estimation process for EXFC, or in Presort First-Class Mail, Standard Mail or Periodicals 

service performance measurement.   Limited changes are expected in the use of these 

data going forward. 
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7. To the extent possible, please quantify the impact of the proposed reduction in 
ODIS-RPW sample size on the estimates produced by each of the models and 
studies identified in your response to question 6, including: 

a. the October 2008 Bradley/IBM study of the value of the mailbox monopoly; 
b. the October 2008 Bradley/IBM study of the cost of the uniform pricing 
dimension of the Universal Service Obligation; and 
c. the estimates of service performance of each market dominant product at 
the district and national levels now being reported on the Postal Service’s 
website, www.USPS.com. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
  
a. – b.  The USPS/IBM study of universal service relies upon a disaggregated model 

which analyzes Postal Service revenues, volumes, and costs at the level of 3-digit ZIP 

Codes.  It thus depends upon the production of reliable volume information at that level 

of detail.  To the extent that the proposed reduction in ODIS-RPW sample size reduces 

the availability of reliable volume data at the 3-digit ZIP Code level, it could reduce the 

coverage of the USO model.  However, because of the forward looking nature of 

calculating both the value of the mailbox monopoly and the cost of the uniform pricing 

dimension of the Universal Service Obligation, modest increases in the variances of 

volume estimates at the 3-digit level would not likely have a substantial impact on the 

overall estimates. 

c. Having lower sample sizes in ODIS-RPW might result in more 3-digit to 3-digit 

combinations not being sampled.  Regarding EXFC measurement, while we do not 

know precisely what the impact would be, those combinations occurring less frequently 

in the population would be less likely to be sampled in ODIS-RPW and then would not 

be tested in EXFC, without a change to the current approach.  EXFC statistical 

precision estimates do not currently account for the variability in the ODIS volume 
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estimates (they are simply used as if they were exact).   In addition, reducing the 

sample in ODIS-RPW would result in minimal impact to network planning tools.  While 

origin/destination 3-digit volumes can be utilized in network planning models, the key 

inputs with regard to network flow and capacity are now based on other national 

systems such as End of Run, Surface Visibility, and TIMES. 
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8. The Postal Service estimates that reducing the size of the ODIS-RPW sample 
will save $6 million each year. To better assess the overall costs and benefits of 
adopting Proposal One, please estimate the amount that the Postal Service has 
spent, or plans to spend, on each of the models and studies that rely on ODISRPW 
ZIP Code level volume statistics identified in response to question 6. 
 
RESPONSE: 
 
 
Network Planning costs to-date have been under $1 million, and are expected to be 

even less going forward (see response to Question 7c).  USO model costs amount to 

$1.2 million to date.  Overall, EXFC costs are in the neighborhood of $20 million per 

year, but, of course, portions of that total costs relates to many functions that would be 

entirely unaffected by the ODIS-RWP sample reduction.  Similarly, total costs for TOPS 

were also in the neighborhood of $20 million, but TOPS generates the corresponding 

dispatch plans and routing instruction for the procured transportation, in addition to 

determine the lowest cost transportation network given the service commitment of the 

mail.  Thus, the quoted total costs of TOPS include functions other than the optimization 

model, and those functions do not rely on the ODIS-RPW estimates.
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